The grain morphology of the intermetallic compound (IMC) that forms at the interface between liquid solders and solid-metal substrates was observed at solder joints. Cu 6 Sn 5 grains on Cu substrates were rough or rounded, and Ni 3 Sn 4 grains on Ni substrates were faceted. Through the energy-based calculations, the relationship between the IMC grain morphology and Jackson's parameter ␣ was explained. The Jackson's parameter of the IMC grain with a rough surface is smaller than 2 while it is larger than 2 for faceted grains.
I. INTRODUCTION
Two largely different types of grain morphology of intermetallic compounds (IMCs) are observed at the interface between Sn-based solders and metal substrates during the liquid soldering. The IMC grains are mostly scallop-shaped and rough (rounded) on Cu while it is polyhedral-shaped and faceted on Ni. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] In general, the morphology of the solid phase that grows into the liquid at the interface is divided into a rough or a faceted shape. 7 Thus the grain morphology of the IMC at the interface in the liquid soldering is similar to the morphology of the solid growing into the liquid. According to the classical solidification theory of unary materials proposed by Jackson, 8 the geometry of the surface that separates the two types of atoms of liquid and solid may be faceted or meandering (rough), which is highly correlated with the Jackson's parameter. The Jackson's parameter of crystals with rough surfaces is smaller than 2 while it is larger than 2 for faceted grains.
In this study, this solidification theory of unary materials is extended to growth of multicomponent IMCs between liquid solders and solid metals.
II. THEORY ON GRAIN MORPHOLOGY
According to the classical solidification theory of unary materials, the atomic position of atoms in the crystal at the interface is considered to be in a perfect crystallographic position. Using a nearest-neighbor bond model and assuming that a random arrangement of atoms is added to an atomically planar crystal surface, a criterion was proposed; that is, Jackson's parameter ␣: ⌬G
with
where ⌬G is a change of Gibbs free energy at the growing interface, R is a gas constant, x a is an atomic fraction of possible sites occupied by solid atoms at the growing interface, is a fraction of the total number of nearest neighbors in a plane parallel to the interface under consideration and is always much smaller than 1, ⌬H m is a molar latent heat, and T m is an equilibrium melting temperature. The Jackson's parameter ␣ is an indication of the degree of attachment of atoms to the growing interface, and it determines whether the interface becomes rough (when ␣ is smaller than 2) or faceted (when ␣ is larger than 2). According to the theory, the growing interface becomes rougher as the value of ␣ decreases. This theory has been successfully used to classify and categorize the growth morphology in the kinetic roughening model, 9 the thermal vibration model, 10 the statistical multilevel model, 11 and the Monte Carlo simulation. 12 We extended this solidification theory of unary materials to growth of multicomponent IMCs between liquid solders and solid metals. The value of ⌬H m /RT m can be calculated using a Thermo-Calc thermodynamic program and database. 13 At the soldering temperature (T s ), the latent heat at the equilibrium melting temperature in Eq. (2) may be replaced by the enthalpy change (⌬H m ) during reaction of the liquid solder and the metal substrate into IMC. Therefore, the value of ␣ is modified as follows:
where
Then Eq. (3) is used as a criterion to determine the grain morphology of the IMC.
III. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
The electroplated 63Sn-37Pb and 96.5Sn-3.5Ag (compositions are all in weight percent unless specified otherwise) alloys were soldered on the electroplated 5-m-thick Cu substrates and on the electrolessplated 5-m-thick Ni substrates. The soldering was performed by reflow at 210°C for 63Sn-37Pb and at 250°C for 96.5Sn-3.5Ag, with 10 min reflow time. The top view of the solder joint was examined by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) operated at 25 kV. To observe the grain morphology of IMC at the interface clearly, the solder matrix was etched away by the use of 5%HNO 3 -3%HCl-92%CH 3 OH solution for several minutes.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The IMC in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) was identified as Cu 6 Sn 5 and Ni 3 Sn 4 , respectively, by x-ray diffraction (XRD) analyses. The values of ␣ in this study and in the literature [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] were calculated and are listed in Table I . Because it is difficult to calculate the exact value of due to the random orientational relationship between adjacent IMC grains, 20 a mean value of ‫ס‬ 0.5 was used. For example, the hexagonal Cu 6 Sn 5 phase has ‫ס‬ 0.5 for the close-packed plane (0001), which implies that 0.5 is a very large number that it can take. In the 63Sn-37Pb/Cu and the 63Sn-37Pb/Ni joints of this work, the values of ␣ for Cu 6 Sn 5 and Ni 3 Sn 4 were 1.29 and 3.57, respec- tively. The surface of the Cu 6 Sn 5 grains was rough while that of the Ni 3 Sn 4 phase was faceted, as was observed in Fig. 1 . All the micrographs in the literature [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] of Table I were not top-view images of the grain morphology of the IMC but cross-sectional images. Nonetheless, it was not difficult to identify faceted or rough morphology. As shown in Table I , the thermodynamically calculated result agreed well with experimental observation.
In general, it was observed that, even for the multicomponent interfacial reaction, the Jackson's parameter of the IMC grain with a rough surface was smaller than or similar to 2 while it was larger than 2 for faceted grains. It was concluded that the grain morphology of the IMC is closely related with ␣ in terms of faceting. After prolonged soldering or in the solid-state aging of the solder joint, however, the morphology may change due to the accumulation of defects in the IMC, coarsening, and the lack of elements of the substrate to react with elements of the solder. This approach can be applied to the prediction of grain morphology of the IMC that forms at least in an early stage of soldering.
V. SUMMARY
The morphology of the IMC grains that form at the interface between liquid solders (63Sn-37Pb and 96.5Sn-3.5Ag) and solid metal substrates (Cu and Ni) was observed at solder joints. The Cu 6 Sn 5 grains on the Cu substrate were rounded, and the Ni 3 Sn 4 grains on Ni were faceted. The energy-based calculations showed that the IMC grain morphology in this work and in relevant previous studies can be explained by the Jackson's parameter. The Jackson's parameter of the IMC grain with a rough surface is smaller than 2 while it is larger than 2 for faceted grains.
